“Princess Bride #2” (CHAPTER 5)
Write the answers in your notebook, but DO NOT PUT THIS SHEET IN YOUR NOTEBOOK.
I will NOT stamp this sheet.
If you score a 23 or higher on the Princess Bride Quiz #2, then just tape that quiz in to
your notebook instead of doing this homework. Use at least 4 pieces of clear tape.
Choose just one of the following options and label which option you choose.
Option ONE:
Answer the following questions using complete sentences.
1. Why is Inigo Montoya searching for a certain person, and who is that person?
2. How does the man in black get past Fezzik on the Cliffs of Insanity?
3. How is the Sicilian beaten?
4. How does Buttercup discover that the man in black is Westley?
5. Why is the reunion scene controversial, according to Goldman?
6. Why is the Fire Swamp considered dangerous?
7. Who has to go through the Fire Swamp and why?
8. Describe the R.O.U.Ss?
9. What happens when Buttercup and Westley come out of the Fire Swamp?
10. How do Buttercup and Westley end up separated again?
Option TWO:
You may ONLY cover chapter 5 of the PRINCESS BRIDE.
Using the words M-A-N--I-N--B-L-A-C-K come up with ten sentences either describing the
story or giving a fact about the story. Each sentence must begin with one of the letters
from the above phrase, and once a letter is taken in the phrase, it can’t be used again.
There should be a total of ten sentences.
Each phrase must have no FEWER than 6 words, and NO MORE than 15 words.
Option THREE:
You may ONLY cover chapter 5 of the PRINCESS BRIDE.
Create ten questions of your own about the story. You may not use questions from
OPTION ONE, because these are different kinds of questions. These are going to be “I
Wonder” questions. You simply need to write down things you “wonder” about while
reading. You do not need to write down answers to your questions, but they need to be
good, solid questions.
Examples: I wonder why if Goldman’s life is so bad, he doesn’t do something to change it?
I wonder why we had to read the long, boring intro section?
I wonder why Prince Humperdinck is so mean when his life seems pretty good?
Option FOUR:
You may ONLY cover chapter 5 of the PRINCESS BRIDE.
You will do ten Background Knowledge or Confused statements.
Background
Knowledge statements are where you connect things going on in the book to things you
already know about in life. This is a way to give meaning to stuff you read in the story.
Confused statements are when you write down things in the book that confuse you or give
you trouble. You can have any combination of these two statements for this option as long
as your total is ten.
List both the page # and paragraph # of where the statement occurs so that you can find
it later.

